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Lara better know how to write – she was raised by two English
professors. Growing up in a cozy suburb of Philadelphia, she loved to
act, sing, write and swim.

After she graduated from the Pennsylvania State University (go
Nittany Lions!) with a B.A. in Theatre Arts, she packed up all her
stuff and moved to Los Angeles to pursue her dream in film.

Learning the hard way that the film industry is a hard business to
break into, she has had to adapt and sometimes find other forms of

income. She’s held fun and exciting jobs ranging from radio DJ to characters for hire for children’s birthday
parties.

Her love of inspiring kids made her found her own theatre biz where she travels all over America teaching
creative improv classes to kids ages 6-14. She loves the kids’ uninhibited enthusiasm. They make every day
exciting and different and inspire her to always keep reaching for the stars. Her theatre classes are never
boring and since the kids create their own story and perform it, it’s never the same thing twice. One of the
perks she appreciates most is bringing positive experiences to children with no theatre background
whatsoever. Her summers are certainly full of work and joy and she’s happy to report that almost 60% of her
students return summer after summer. In fact, one of her first students she ever taught works as an assistant
instructor from time to time now.

Teaching isn’t the only thing that keeps Lara busy. She writes constantly. It is her true passion to create
compelling stories and characters. It is her favorite thing to do (well, it ties with camping on a lake or by the
ocean, where she can always find some inspiration). She has completed several screenplays she hopes one
day will find homes. To see samples of her writing, click HERE
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